
MK Dance Grade 1 Exam exercises 

 

Warm Up 

1-3 Sway arms 3rd to 3rd to 3rd 
4 Hold 
1-4 Repeat twice 
5 -6 Open arms to second and rise 
7- 8 Run forward feet parallel 
1-4 Bend foot to demi pointe and lift off the floor then place back to demi pointe. 
5-8 Repeat with the other foot 
1 -4 Head roll down 
5 -7 Roll back up head coming up last 
8 Turn out in to 1st position 
 
Legs and arms 
 
1 Right leg point to the front 
2 Bend the leg you are standing and flex the foot off the floor 
3-4 Close your feet back to first 
1-4 Repeat with the other leg 
1-4Circle your right arm repeat with left 
5 8 Repeat with both arms together 
 
Repeat all on the left leg except adding a cross arm position across the body and finish with arms open fifth 
(like a V) 
 
Port de Bras 
 
1-4 Arms open through first to second 
5& 6 Step swish point with right foot 
7& 8 Step swish point with left  
1 -2 Step up to first on a rise arms high V 
3 -4 Run back – Taking arms above head and down the front of the body 
5-7 Sway right arm and then left arm 
8 Back to first  
Repeat all to the other side 
 
Demi Plies 
 
1-4 2 demi plies 
5 -8 Point to second lower the heel, point the toe and lower again 
1 -4 2 demi plies in second 
5 -6 Point the same leg  
7-8 Close in first position and Rise 
Repeat all to the other side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Transfer of weight 
 
1 -2 2 transfer of weight from side to side waving ribbon over head 
3 -4 Transfer weight but closing in 3rd position of the feet, Repeat to the other side 
5-8 Spin to the right taking ribbon low to high. Finishing with ribbon in a high v 
1-4 Bend stretch circling the ribbon anticlockwise and repeat 
4-7 Small run in a circle 
8 Finish in 1st position ribbon touching shoulder  
1 – 16 Repeat all except the end run where you can run anywhere in to a free ending 
 
Walks 
 
1 -12 Step swish point ,step swish point  
1-6 Six Walks travelling down the room 
Repeat continuing curve to the side and continue up the side of the room 
 
Sautes 
 
1 -4  Four jumps in parallel finish in a bend hands behind your back 
5-8 hold bend and Straighten legs 
1- 4 Four jumps making a quarter turn on each 
5-8 hold bend and then straighten legs 
1-4 Jump in to first arms Bra bras 3 sautes 
5-8 Hold bend and straighten legs 
1-4 Four sautés in first  
5-8 Jump out in and 2 claps 
Repeat all to the other side 
 
Petit jetes and Spring points 
 
1 Jump in first  
2 Jump on to your left leg placing right foot petit jete derriere 
3-4 Repeat to the other side 
5- 8 4 Petit jetes 
1-2Spring point right leg in front hop back 
3-4 Repeat with the left 
5- 6 3spring points travelling backwards 
7-8 Jump to 1st 
Repeat all 
 
Galops 
 
8 forward gallops travelling to the corner 
6 skips to meet your partner in the middle of the room 
4 galops upstage 
Turn holding your partners hands 
4 galops downstage 
Spin and 2 claps 
Finishing in 1at position 
 
Springs 
 
9 extended springs 
Jump together 
2 claps 



 
Step Hop and Parallel Assemble 
1-4 Four step hop with knee in parallel retire 
5-6 Run forward to the right corner  
7 -8 Step on left foot and swish right leg to join and finish facing the left corner on a bend arms diagonal 
right arm high 
 
Needs to be practiced both sides 
 
Dance A 
Dance D 
Reverence 
 


